“BARCELONA XMAS SHOPPING 2016” PRIZE DRAW
The TURISME DE BARCELONA Consortium, with its fiscal and administrative domicile at 79, Passatge de la Concepció, 08008 Barcelona, and tax identification no. P-5890003F, is
organising the promotional initiative “BARCELONA XMAS SHOPPING 2016”, consisting of
a prize draw aimed at all users participating in the campaign through online media, sites,
followers of the Facebook fanpage VISIT BARCELONA, and other social profiles of VISIT
BARCELONA, run by TURISME DE BARCELONA; the prize draw is governed by the terms
and conditions below.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
FIRST - Type of prize draw
The draw consists of a random selection of one entry from all the participating
entries.
The promotional initiative “BARCELONA XMAS SHOPPING 2016” consists of a section
on the site www.barcelonashoppingline.com run by TURISME DE BARCELONA. The
site, available in English, German, Spanish, Catalan and French, is aimed at the
general public residing in:
VUELING Cities
http://www.vueling.com/en/we-are-vueling/destinations-and-airports/destinations
AVE cities (Spain)
http://avexperience.es/destinos-ave/?lang=en
RENFE-SNCF Cities (France)
http://renfe-sncf.es.voyages-sncf.com/en/destinos
The initiative is also aimed at the TURISME DE BARCELONA database.
The residents of these ‘Vueling, AVE and RENFE SNCF cities’ may participate in the
prize draw for one of the three trips to Barcelona. In addition, they will be able to
download (and redeem) discounts and special deals at shops selected by TURISME
DE BARCELONA.
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People residing in other countries and Barcelona residents may only download (and
redeem) the aforementioned discounts. Thus, they will not be able to take part in
the prize draw for one of the three trips to Barcelona.



The participating establishment may limit the discount available to customers from
the target countries of this campaign.
Discounts valid until 31st March 2017. They cannot be combined with other
promotions or on-line purchases. The coupon must be presented in order to obtain
the discount.

Conditions of travel
a) Tickets and accommodation are subject to availability.
b) The only tickets available are for flights operated by VUELING AIRLINES S.A.
c) Each air ticket may only be used by one (1) person and will include the check-in of one
(1) suitcase weighing up to twenty-three (23) kilos.
d) Tickets must be booked at least 15 days before the date of the flight.

Entrants must fill in the compulsory fields marked with an asterisk (*) in the
questionnaire featured on the promotional site of “BARCELONA XMAS SHOPPING
2016”, published on November 14th 2016.
No entry fee is required to take part in the competition.

SECOND – The purpose of the prize draw
The prize draw consists of one return flight to Barcelona for two people, and a twonight stay in a hotel of three or more stars. As noted above, only residents of
‘Vueling Cities’, AVE cities and RENFE-SNCF cities (except Barcelona) may take part in
the draw.
The three types of prizes are as follows (for 2 people):
-

1 return ticket with the airline Vueling + 2 nights in a hotel of 3 or more stars for
two people + 2 free tickets for the Barcelona Bus Turístic.
1 return ticket with the railway companies RENFE-SNCF + 2 nights in a hotel of 3
or more stars for two people + 2 free tickets for the Barcelona Bus Turístic.
1 return ticket with the railway companies RENFE AVE + 2 nights in a hotel of 3 or
more stars for two people + 2 free tickets for the Barcelona Bus Turístic.
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The travel costs incurred by the winner and his/her companion between the airport
or train station they choose and their place of residence are not included in the prize
conditions.
These prizes are for individual use only and non-transferrable, and cannot be
changed, modified or exchanged for cash should the winner request this.
TURISME DE BARCELONA reserves the right to change the prizes described at any
time for others of similar value and characteristics, and duly undertakes to notify all
the registered entrants of said changes by e-mail.
Entrants must correctly complete the entry form, providing the details requested by
TURISME DE BARCELONA. Entrants who provide incorrect or incomplete information
will not be eligible to enter the draw.
While on their trip to Barcelona, the winners agree to actively participate – both in
person and on the social networks of Visit Barcelona – chatting, mentioning the
Twitter profile @visitbcn_en and the Instagram profile @visitbarcelona, as well as
sending their best photos to the email address socialmedia@barcelonaturisme.com
and to the Facebook page Visit Barcelona via direct messages. The winners also
agree to waive their image rights to TURISME DE BARCELONA.
TURISME DE BARCELONA employees, spouses, partners and family members (up to
three times removed), as well as the employees of any of the businesses
participating in this promotion are not eligible to take part.
Entrants accept the current terms and conditions of entry in order to take part in the
draw.
Failure to comply with the current terms and conditions will exempt the entrants
from taking part in the draw.

THIRD - Preparatory procedures for the draw
TURISME DE BARCELONA will process the personal details given by entrants in the
questionnaire from the same day on which they are sent.
These details will be part of the TURISME DE BARCELONA file and will be stored
under its responsibility, in compliance with Organic Law 15/1999 of 13th December
concerning the Protection of Personal Data.
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FOURTH - Date of the draw and procedure
The draw will take place on the following days at the TURISME DE BARCELONA head
office, 7-9, Passatge de la Concepció, 08008 Barcelona:
-

Monday 19th December 2016
Tuesday 27th December 2016
Monday 9th January 2017

The travel arrangements and hotel accommodation will be valid from 10th January
until 20th February 2017.
For all three prize draws, the winners agree to accept the hotel stays and travel
tickets according to availability for the reservations requested.
The draw consists of a random selection of one entry from all the participating
entries.
Once the entry has been selected at random, the manager of TURISME DE
BARCELONA will check that the entrants have filled in all the compulsory fields,
declare the entries valid and announce the names of the winners.
Once the winners have been confirmed, two additional entries will be selected at
random as replacements should the winner fail to accept the prize or due to any
other circumstances that might prevent them from receiving it. The two
replacement winners will be named in the order that they have been drawn.
TURISME DE BARCELONA reserves the right to put forward or postpone the draw if
necessary, should justifiable circumstances arise that prevent the draw from being
held objectively, on the understanding that the new draw will take place within 30
days from the original date. In the event of this, TURISME DE BARCELONA
undertakes to notify all entrants of the new date by e-mail.

FIFTH - Informing the winner and entrants
All entrants will be notified of the names of the winner/s by e-mail after the draw.
The winners will be notified in person through the e-mail addresses provided.
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SIXTH - Accepting and redeeming the prize
Once the winners have been officially notified by TURISME DE BARCELONA, they will
have a maximum of four calendar days to accept the prize.
Should any of the winners fail to reply to this notification or refuse to accept the
prize, TURISME DE BARCELONA will notify their replacements, in the same way and
under the same conditions.
Should the first replacement fail to reply to the notification or refuse to accept the
prize, the second replacement will be informed, and should they fail to reply to the
notification or accept the prize, the draw will be declared null and void.
The winners will be informed of the procedure for collecting the prize once they
have accepted it.
SEVENTH - Responsibilities
TURISME DE BARCELONA and the competition organisers LAVINIA INTERACTIVA
cannot be held responsible for any loss, damage, theft or delays or any other
circumstances beyond their control that might affect the prizes and/or competition
entrants.
The winners undertake to comply with the terms and conditions of this promotion,
exempting TURISME DE BARCELONA from any kind of responsibility stemming from
their opinions, behaviour or incidents involving third parties.
EIGHTH - Tax liability
The prize in this promotion is considered a cash prize and is subject to the
corresponding tax liabilities. Should the deductible rate of income tax apply, this will
be paid by TURISME DE BARCELONA.
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